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LOUNGE BAR, COUNTRY CLUB and 
CLUBHOUSE These words envelop us in a relaxed 
atmosphere, lulled by the crackling of a fireplace 
and the golden reflections of a good Bourbon. 
Here are some of our models, which best interpret 
these suggestions. Get ready for a journey throu-
gh rich leathers, dark woods and a slightly hinted, 
warm and restful color palette

TRASGIOCAP armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/trasgiocap/

BOMBETTA coffee table
https://architema.it/prodotto/bombetta/
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BOMBETTA  has been selected for the SKY SUITE
onboard PRINCESS CRUISE ship

SEE MORE about this project :
https://architema.it/prodotto/sky-princess-cruise-ship-project/

TRASGIOCAP armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/trasgiocap/

BOMBETTA coffee table
https://architema.it/prodotto/bombetta/

TRASGIO armchair is also available with plain back
https://architema.it/prodotto/trasgio/
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Compact, virile, vaguely Potterian sofas and ar-
mchairs.
A few touches of capitonnè, a few glints of metal 
to illuminate the wood and an undoubted atmo-
sphere is immediately created, a rich and recogni-
zable experience

MAROCCO sofa
https://architema.it/prodotto/marocco-2p/

CAKE coffee table
https://architema.it/prodotto/cake/
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MAROCCO sofa

https://architema.it/prodotto/marocco-3p/

MAROCCO sofa & CAKE table  have  been selected for the
AZAMARA CLUB project

SEE MORE about this project :
https://architema.it/prodotto/azamara-club-project/

CAKE coffee table
https://architema.it/prodotto/cake/
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FIORENZA TV dining table
https://architema.it/prodotto/fiorenza-tv/

FIORENZA S  dining chair
https://architema.it/prodotto/fiorenza-s/

FIORENZA A  dining armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/fiorenza-a/

FIORENZA chair has  been selected for the 
ACANTO restaurant at 5* HOTEL PRINCIPE DI SAVOIA In MIlan

SEE MORE about this project :
https://architema.it/prodotto/acanto-project/
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FIORENZA A  dining armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/fiorenza-a/ FIORENZA TV dining table

https://architema.it/prodotto/fiorenza-tv/



THOR RCCL  coffee table
https://architema.it/prodotto/thor-rccl/

ULLALLA  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/ullalla/
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ULLALLA  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/ullalla/
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3useful MOODS to be used SAILING
https://architema.it/prodotto/sailing/

VICTORIANS
https://architema.it/prodotto/victorian/

BLACK & GRAY
https://architema.it/prodotto/black-gray/
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5good reasons to choose Architema

|1|  the expertise of someone who has been pro-
ducing furniture since 1973  
|2|  an eclectic collection of over 300 models
|3|  all customizable and   
|4|  entirely made in Italy
|5|  the know-how and the flexibility that have 
enabled us to work on very prestigious projects  
https://architema.it/product-category/projects/
and for important clients

https://youtu.be/Z7gtpt9kN9c
ENJOY THE VIDEO 
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ARCHITEMA’S

BOOK

In our
MAGAZINE section
more publications are available
divided by source of inspiration or 
product type
A whole library of models to draw 
from
https://architema.it/book-lounge/L O U N G E
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CONTACT US 

ARCHITEMA s.r.l.
Via Risorgimento 89

20826 MISINTO (MB)
ITALIA

Ph +39 (0) 2 96320635
info@architema.it

WWW.ARCHITEMA.IT
https://architema.it


